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If you've used a more traditional object-oriented language, such as C++ or Java, JavaScript

probably doesn't seem object-oriented at all. It has no concept of classes, and you don't even need

to define any objects in order to write code. But don't be fooledâ€”JavaScript is an incredibly

powerful and expressive object-oriented language that puts many design decisions right into your

hands.In The Principles of Object-Oriented JavaScript, Nicholas C. Zakas thoroughly explores

JavaScript's object-oriented nature, revealing the language's unique implementation of inheritance

and other key characteristics. You'll learn:The difference between primitive and reference

valuesWhat makes JavaScript functions so uniqueThe various ways to create objectsHow to define

your own constructorsHow to work with and understand prototypesInheritance patterns for types

and objectsThe Principles of Object-Oriented JavaScript will leave even experienced developers

with a deeper understanding of JavaScript. Unlock the secrets behind how objects work in

JavaScript so you can write clearer, more flexible, and more efficient code.
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One of my favorite things about this book is its length. The printed edition, including the index, is a

pleasingly short 97 pages. It is worth pointing out because the information density in the book is

quite good--not a lot of fluff. I don't read many tech books cover to cover, but this one I did.That

said, my truly favorite thing is the way the book handles the subject. I've read a number of the

currently-popular books on JavaScript, as well as countless articles. What sets this one apart is that



JavaScript is approached as a language and not a set of gotchas, or as a simple contrast to other

languages, or as a here's-how-you-can-emulate-other-languages, or as a nifty set of tips and tricks.

The first chapter dives right in with this approach. Zakas introduces the language on its own terms

and exposes important details of how JavaScript handles types, and he carries this same viewpoint

throughout. It's quite refreshing, and I'd say that alone makes the book a worthwhile addition to the

JavaScript library.The book isn't (and doesn't pretend to be) a holistic guide to front-end/Web

development with JavaScript. It stays focused on presenting JavaScript as a competent language

and concisely covers the most important aspects of the language that will enable you to use it in an

object-oriented manner. As such, it can't be the only book on your shelf, but in my opinion, it should

be on your shelf, unless you are already a master of the language perhaps.I would definitely

recommend it even to experienced Web developers who have done a fair amount of JavaScript

programming. Get this and augment it with the more broad-reaching books like the Ninja, Effective,

The Good Parts, and so on.

In the past we years the market has been almost inundated with a multitude of books covering

JavaScript. I've read many of them and, in all honestly, I have to say very few are worth reading.

Along the years I also managed to read multiple books written by Zakas and I have no problem

recommending them all.This book has a clear goal and a pretty well defined audience, it's totally

focused on object-oriented programming. The main target are programmers used to other

languages that need to understand JavaScript's peculiarities. Junior JavaScript programmers may

benefit from this book as well, since it may help bringing their skills to the next step. Seasoned

JavaScript programmers may not get that much out of this, but it's still valuable to refresh the

various way you can handle objects in JavaScript and the topic often isn't covered so well

elsewhere. Beginners and people without decent programming skills instead should look

elsewhere.Once again, Zakas didn't disappointed me, everything is up to his usual standards, his

explanations are clear, his approach is always pragmatic and open, covering pro and cons of

different solutions. The topics are covered well and in deep, yet there is no redundancy.The only

reason I am giving this book four stars instead of five is that quite often the author suggest using

techniques and APIs introduced with ECMAScript 5.x. While this isn't a problem in many

environments, it may cause the code to fail on web applications that have to support some

browsers. The author most of the times doesn't mention this and expose the readers to potentially

tricky compatibility problems.



I'm really thrilled with this book. I teach a one day course on the subject of OO with JavaScript for

Auburn University's Center for Advanced Technology in Montgomery, AL and will be using this book

as a class resource in the future. The author doesn't waste pages with fluff and filler like many tech

books today that seem to base their value on weight. This book is focused, well thought out and

very clear in the explanations regarding the fundamentals of OO support in the JavaScript language.

I know it will be an excellent resource for my students in the future.

As mentioned in other reviews, this is a concise book that would be helpful for people relatively new

to JavaScript and for those with more experienced. If you're completely new to JavaScript, you're

starting in the wrong place. However, everyone else should get something from this book.Zakas

digs down into how objects really work in JavaScript. He starts with explaining how primitives are

converted to objects to access methods on the String, Number, and Boolean objects. After that, he

goes into how functions and objects, with particularly attention to all of the different attributes and

less typical methods associated with them. For example, how do constructors really work? Do you

know how to make object properties immutable by setting it's internal attributes? Did you know that

JS properties have built in getters and setters that you can change?Also, I thought that Zakas gives

the best explanation of pseudoclassical inheritance I've read and clearly goes over the implications

of various decisions. Every page is worth reading.Overall, this is a concise and well-written book. He

never lost me in boredom or made it painful for me to read. The examples are well-chosen, and the

little details he covers will definitely make me a more refined developer.
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